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Harold Weisberg, Esq. , 
Route 8, Frederick, Maryland 

Dear Harold: 

Many thanks for your letters of 6/18/68 and 6/26/67 both of which arrived 
earlier this monrning. 

I have finally obtained a copy of the regulations of the U. S. N. Medical 
Department and will send you Xerox copies of some of the appropriate 
pages Tuesday July 1. Study of these regulations reveals that there 
must exist a very vital document which is being suppressed and which is 
not suspected by anyone so far. I will tell you about it when I forward a 
preliminary copy of my brief on which we will spend considerable time 
in Topeka Monday 30. 

Prints from the negatives showing the Hanky-Panky which Bernabei 
caught relative to the cartridge bases are the only thing lacking from 
the Archives. I will not ask for certification but instead accept or 
reject what they send me. I have rejected the prituts they sent me from 
a negative they took from the book, the screen is quite obvious and 
apparent to all. As you say their failure to comply with my requests 
on this will arouse curiosity of the judge, to say the least. 

I do not attempt to copyright any standard picture from the Ar chives 
which picture already exists. When I want a picture in a certain way 
I have our photographic department take it exactly as I want it and then 
I send this example to the Archives with the same green blotter background 
and millimeter rule and ask for a black-white negative and a 3x 4 color 
transparancy together with a 35mm th 	color transparancy and to 
return the ruler and green background. My personal check is enclosed. 
Under these circumstances the copyright lies with myself. 

Included in the loss of weight of the bullets previously mentioned must be 
included anything that rubs off in the mattresses when it absorbs the 
thousand or more foot-pounds of energy. 

Sincerely, 


